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This great ebook about goddess of yesterday by caroline b. cooney at age six anaxandra
is taken by king nicander to be a companion to his crippled daughter on the island of
siphnos. anaxandra has adjusted to her new life when, six years later, siphnos is sacked
by pirates, and she is the sole survivor. when a fleet of ships stops on the island to
investigate, she assumes the identity of princess callisto to survive. the ships belong to
m at age six anaxandra is taken by king nicander to be a companion to his crippled
daughter on the island of siphnos. anaxandra has adjusted to her new life when, six
years later, siphnos is sacked by pirates, and she is the sole survivor. when a fleet of
ships stops on the island to investigate, she assumes the identity of princess callisto to
survive. the ships belong to menelaus, king of sparta, and he takes her back to sparta
with him. but helen, wife of menelaus, does not believe that this child is princess
callisto. anaxandra manages to stay out of harm’s way—until paris and aeneas arrive.

when menelaus and his men depart to attend his grandfather’s funeral, paris and helen’s
passionate affair plunges sparta and troy into war. ...more
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YESTERDAYS GONE: SEASON TWO (THE POST-APOCALYPTIC
SERIAL THRILLER) (YESTERDAY'S GONE EPISODES 7-12)
this is the collected episodes 7-12 of the post-apocalyptic serial thriller yesterday's
gone. the books are the same as the individual episodes (available for $2.99 each.)
bonus: exclusive wrap-up interview with sean platt & david w. wright and editor
matt gartland. the first two chapters from fornevermore, platt & wright's newest
serial thriller, now available. descr this is the collected episodes 7-12 of the postapocalyptic serial thriller yesterday's gone. the books are the same as the
individual episodes (available for $2.99 each.) bonus: exclusive wrap-up
interview with sean platt & david w. wright and editor matt gartland. the first two
chapters from fornevermore, platt & wright's newest serial thriller, now available.
description: the mind-bending post-apocalyptic serialized thriller yesterday’s gone
continues with season two on october 15, everyone in the world vanished. well,
almost everyone. some were left behind, attempting to piece together what
happened, find their loved ones, and survive. but they are not alone season two
picks up where season one left off. one man finds himself on a mysterious island
that holds secrets, and perhaps even answers, to what happened on october 15. a
group finds itself taking refuge at the sanctuary, a religious compound with an
enigmatic leader called the prophet. a serial killer finds himself leading an
unlikely group of survivors. a young man searches to prove himself to his group,
and avoid being bullied ever again. a young child is called to perform another
Readable/Downloadable
miracle at great personal cost. every decision. every action. every dream. every
alliance. every secret. every betrayal. it all comes down to this... the stunning
season two finale that will have you on the edge of your seat. and then knock you
to the floor with the most insane, most wtf?! unforgettable season finale yet! * * *
* * update april 10, 2012: fixed typo error with capital 'r's in some words. thank
you, readers, for making yesterday's gone such a success! here’s just some of what
you had to say about season two! “bravo gentlemen!” “10 stars”??“can't put it
down” “wow!!! omg!!! wtf!!! no!!!” “the authors made me that crazy girl on the
bus who talks to herself. i don't want to know what happens at the end of the
story. i *need* to know.” “buy this book, it's just that good!!” “noooooo!!!” “best
book of the year!” “leaves you gasping for breath and eagerly awaiting the next
installment.” “love this series!” “another wtf ending - my heart can't take this!” “if
you haven't gotten this series yet.get. it. now!” “total thrill ride!!!!” “what a
cliffhanger!” “an absolute "must-have" for your kindle library.” “this story simply
gets better and better with each book.” “this series just keeps getting better and
better.” “the authors have taken their craft to the next level.” “best story i have
read in a long time” “amazing series!” “this is one of the greatest apocalyptic
books i've ever read.” “addictive reading” other books in the yesterday’s gone
series: yesterday’s gone: episode 1 yesterday’s gone: episode 2 yesterday’s gone:
episode 3 .more

THE LIVING TEMPLE OF WITCHCRAFT: THE DESCENT OF THE GODDESS (TEMPLE OF
WITCHCRAFT, #5; LIVING TEMPLE OF WITCHCRAFT, #1)
venture deeper into the mysteries of witchcraft and discover within yourself new levels of wisdom, love, power, and
responsibility. in the fifth installment of the award-winning temple of witchcraft series, popular author christopher
penczak explores the descent of the goddess. in the myth of inanna, the goddess journeys through seven gates to attain
entrance to the underw venture deeper into the mysteries of witchcraft and discover within yourself new levels of
wisdom, love, power, and responsibility. in the fifth installment of the award-winning temple of witchcraft series,
popular author christopher penczak explores the descent of the goddess. in the myth of inanna, the goddess journeys
through seven gates to attain entrance to the underworld and learn its secrets. in this unique book on witchcraft, you
will parallel this descent by journeying through each of the seven chakras, symbolically evolving from survival to a
state of divinity. each lesson has meditations based on the teachings of this journey, as well as an advanced discussion
of a key facet of magick or witchcraft often overlooked by intermediate books: a pagan exploration of the great ages •
the measure of initiation the reason for being skyclad • power and the right and left hand paths the power of healing •
ethics and codes of conduct • working with soul history working with your master-teacher • discovering your own
spiritual laws receiving your secret names of the goddess and god the living temple of witchcraft, volume one: the
descent of the goddess is for solitaries, eclectics, and non-traditional witches who are ready to integrate the mysteries
and magick into their ministry and share their gifts with the world. ...more
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YOUR BEST DAYS ARE STILL AHEAD: MOVING BEYOND
YESTERDAY'S PAIN
are you enslaved by guilt... trapped by negativity. bound by fear. poisoned by
bitterness. dragged down by depression. caught in a cycle of failure and addictive
behaviors? there are no shortcuts to freedom, but there is a way of escape. it's time
to move beyond your self imposed boundaries. join dennis leonard as he carefully
and tactfully reveals 5 powerful princ are you enslaved by guilt. trapped by
Readable/Downloadable
negativity. bound by fear. poisoned by bitterness. dragged down by depression.
caught in a cycle of failure and addictive behaviors? there are no shortcuts to
freedom, but there is a way of escape. it's time to move beyond your self imposed
boundaries. join dennis leonard as he carefully and tactfully reveals 5 powerful
principles that release you to walk in the freedom that belongs to you asa child of
god. .more

FUSHIGI YûGI: THE MYSTERIOUS PLAY, VOL 13: GODDESS
(FUSHIGI YûGI: THE MYSTERIOUS PLAY #13)
"first published by shogakukan inc. in japan as "fushigi yugi." --t.p. verso.
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YESTERDAY'S FLOWERS AND OTHER THINGS POETRY AND ART
a collection of unique poetry and original artwork to celebrate a new year. it is a
selection which reeks of flowers, blooms with imagery and displays an array of
the collective subconscious.art and poetry are just one small part of what makes
us emotional passionate human beings.
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VIKING TALES (YESTERDAY'S CLASSICS)
nights were long in iceland winters of long ago. a whole family sat for hours around the
fire in the middle of the room. that fire gave the only light. shadows flitted in the dark
corners. smoke curled along the high beams of the ceiling. the children sat on the dirt
floor close by the fire. the grown people were on a long narrow bench that they had
pulled up to the light nights were long in iceland winters of long ago. a whole family sat
for hours around the fire in the middle of the room. that fire gave the only light. shadows
flitted in the dark corners. smoke curled along the high beams of the ceiling. the children
sat on the dirt floor close by the fire. the grown people were on a long narrow bench that
they had pulled up to the light and warmth. everybody's hands were busy with wool. as
the family worked in the red fire-light, the father told of the kings of norway, of long
voyages to strange lands, of good fights. and in farmhouses all through iceland these old
tales were told over and over until everybody knew them and loved them. men who
could sing and play the harp were called "skalds," and they called their songs "sagas."
eventually these stories were written down on sheepskin or vellum so that we can enjoy Readable/Downloadable
them today. we follow the fortunes of harald from the time he is acknowledged by his
father as a baby and given his own thrall at the cutting of his first tooth, through his
exploits as a viking adventurer, to his crowning as king of norway. it is when harald is
king of norway that population pressures at home and eagerness for adventure and booty
from other lands combine to drive some of the bolder vikings to set forth from their
native land. sailing ever westward across the atlantic, they hop along the chain of islands
that loosely connects norway with america-orkneys and shetlands, faeroes, iceland, and
greenland. it is from link to link of this chain that the characters in our story sail in
search of home and adventure. discoveries are made by accident. ships are driven by the
wind into unknown ports, resulting in landings and settlements in iceland, greenland, and
america. the crude courage of these men and strangeness of their adventures appeal
strongly to children, while their love of truth, hardy endurance, and faithfulness to the
promised word make them characters to emulate. suitable for children ages 9 and up to
read to themselves and for children as young as 6 as a read-aloud. ...more
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PATHWAY HOME (YESTERDAY'S LOVE #4)
pathway home after just one year of a blissful marriage, cami gardner is alone,
mourning the loss of her departed husband. she's struggling to continue down the
pathway of life, searching for a reason to feel alive again. but on a seemingly
ordinary summer night, a group of mysterious strangers checks into the sea rose
bed and breakfast that she tends with her grandfather. o pathway home after just
one year of a blissful marriage, cami gardner is alone, mourning the loss of her
departed husband. she's struggling to continue down the pathway of life, searching
for a reason to feel alive again. but on a seemingly ordinary summer night, a
Readable/Downloadable
group of mysterious strangers checks into the sea rose bed and breakfast that she
tends with her grandfather. one is a handsome man with eyes that hold a glimpse
of pain something cami recognizes from her own heart. the others speak of a lost
treasure, the legend of spanish gold buried somewhere along the nearby coastline.
for cami, the future holds an adventure more exhiliarating and perilous than
anything she's ever imagined. and, with tensions nearing their breaking points,
she'll be forced to make a choice that may cost her her very life. she's also about to
take the most perilous journey of all-- inviting someone else onto the pathway
she's walked alone for so long and her heart may never be the same. ...more

YESTERDAY'S STARDUST (LOST SANCTUARY #2)
journalist dani gallagher finds a tattered diary written in the roaring twenties—and
clues to a lost treasure. chef nicky fiorini helps unravel the clues, and attraction
ignites, but dani is hiding her own secret. in hopes of a great story, she’s using
questionable means to gather information on a local teen gang. just as she and
nicky are on the verge of solving the myste journalist dani gallagher finds a
tattered diary written in the roaring twenties—and clues to a lost treasure. chef
Readable/Downloadable
nicky fiorini helps unravel the clues, and attraction ignites, but dani is hiding her
own secret. in hopes of a great story, she’s using questionable means to gather
information on a local teen gang. just as she and nicky are on the verge of solving
the mystery, internal fighting breaks out in the gang. dani is caught the middle,
and nicky is furious. then the diary leads to a hidden room and a shocking
discovery, but have they missed the real treasure? ...more

THOR, VOL 1: GODDESS OF THUNDER (THOR (AVENGERS NOW!)
VOL 1: 1-5)
who is the goddess of thunder? the secrets of original sin have laid low one of
marvel's greatest heroes. the god of thunder is unworthy, and mjolnir lies on the
moon, unable to be lifted! but when frost giants invade earth, a new hand will
grasp the hammer--and a mysterious woman will take up the mantle of the mighty
thor! her identity is secret to even odin, but she may b who is the goddess of
thunder? the secrets of original sin have laid low one of marvel's greatest heroes.
the god of thunder is unworthy, and mjolnir lies on the moon, unable to be lifted! Readable/Downloadable
but when frost giants invade earth, a new hand will grasp the hammer--and a
mysterious woman will take up the mantle of the mighty thor! her identity is
secret to even odin, but she may be earth's only hope against the frost giants. get
ready for a thor like you've never seen before as this all-new heroine takes
midgard by storm! plus: the odinson clearly doesn't like that someone else is
holding his hammer--it's thor vs. thor! and odin, desperate to see mjolnir returned,
will call on some very dangerous, very unexpected allies. it's a bold new chapter
in the storied history of thor! collecting thor (2014) #1-5 ...more

DESCENT TO THE GODDESS: A WAY OF INITIATION FOR WOMEN
(STUDIES IN JUNGIAN PSYCHOLOGY BY JUNGIAN ANALYSTS #6)
pioneer study of the need for an inner female authority in a masculine-oriented
society. interprets the journey into the underworld of inanna-ishtar, goddess of
heaven and earth, to see ereshkigal, her dark sister. so must modern women
descend into the depths of themselves. rich in insights.
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PRINCIPIA DISCORDIA, OR, HOW I FOUND GODDESS AND WHAT I
DID TO HER WHEN I FOUND HER: THE MAGNUM OPIATE OF
MALACLYPSE THE YOUNGER
one of the great books of our time, principia discordia is the official bible of the
most relevant religion ever conceived, discordianism. this legendary underground
classic contains absolutely everything worth knowing about absolutely anything.
discordianism is the religion for these screwed-up times, and principia discordia
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reveals it here for your enlightenment, confusi one of the great books of our time,
principia discordia is the official bible of the most relevant religion ever
conceived, discordianism. this legendary underground classic contains absolutely
everything worth knowing about absolutely anything. discordianism is the religion
for these screwed-up times, and principia discordia reveals it here for your
enlightenment, confusion and entertainment. ...more

PRINCIPIA DISCORDIA ● OR ● HOW I FOUND GODDESS AND
WHAT I DID TO HER WHEN I FOUND HER: THE MAGNUM OPIATE
OF MALACLYPSE THE YOUNGER
one of the great books of our time, principia discordia is the official bible of the
most relevant religion ever conceived, discordianism. this legendary underground
classic contains absolutely everything worth knowing about absolutely anything.
discordianism is the religion for these screwed-up times, and principia discordia
reveals it here for your enlightenment, confusi one of the great books of our time,
principia discordia is the official bible of the most relevant religion ever
conceived, discordianism. this legendary underground classic contains absolutely
everything worth knowing about absolutely anything. discordianism is the
religion for these screwed-up times, and principia discordia reveals it here for
your enlightenment, confusion and entertainment. ...more
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MYSTERIES OF THE DARK MOON: THE HEALING POWER OF THE
DARK GODDESS
exploring the mystery, wisdom, and power of the dark phase of the moon's cycle-a lunar-based model for moving through the dark times in our lives with
understanding, consciousness, and faith in renewal. the moon's dark phase has
traditionally been a time of fear and superstition, a time associated with death and
isolation. the mythical embodiment of these fears is the dark exploring the
mystery, wisdom, and power of the dark phase of the moon's cycle--a lunar-based
model for moving through the dark times in our lives with understanding,
consciousness, and faith in renewal. the moon's dark phase has traditionally been
Readable/Downloadable
a time of fear and superstition, a time associated with death and isolation. the
mythical embodiment of these fears is the dark goddess. known around the world
by many names--lilith, kali, hecate, and morgana--the archetypal dark goddess
represents death, sexuality, and the unconscious--the little understood, often
feared aspects of life. demetra george combines psychological, mythical, and
spiritual perspective on the shadowy, feminine symbolism of the dark moon to
reclaim the darkness from oppressive, fear-based images. george offers rites for
rebirth and transformation that teach us to tap into the power of our dark times,
maximizing the potential for renewal inherent in our inevitable periods of loss,
depression, and anger. ...more

HEKATE LIMINAL RITES - A STUDY OF THE RITUALS, MAGIC AND
SYMBOLS OF THE TORCH-BEARING TRIPLE GODDESS OF THE
CROSSROADS
hekate's liminal rites hekate - liminal rites a study of the rituals, magic and
symbols of the torch-bearing triple goddess of the crossroads by sorita d'este and
david rankine at the crossroads of life, death and rebirth stands the goddess
hekate. honoured by men, women and gods alike, traces of her ancient provenance
Readable/Downloadable
reach back through the millennia providing clues about hekate's liminal rites
hekate - liminal rites a study of the rituals, magic and symbols of the torchbearing triple goddess of the crossroads by sorita d'este and david rankine at the
crossroads of life, death and rebirth stands the goddess hekate. honoured by men,
women and gods alike, traces of her ancient provenance reach back through the
millennia providing clues about her nature and origins along the way. depiction...
full description .more
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YESTERDAY'S GONE (TWO DAUGHTERS #1)
tomorrow’s a new beginning… when a digitally aged photo of a girl named hope
lawson is posted online, bailey smith can't deny the similarity to herself. but could
she really be the same woman who was abducted as a child twenty-three years
ago? when she meets detective seth chandler, who opened the cold case of hope’s
disappearance, suddenly everything changes. not only does tomorrow’s a new
beginning… when a digitally aged photo of a girl named hope lawson is posted
online, bailey smith can't deny the similarity to herself. but could she really be the
same woman who was abducted as a child twenty-three years ago? when she
meets detective seth chandler, who opened the cold case of hope’s disappearance,
suddenly everything changes. not only does bailey have a family she barely
remembers — and a sister she’s never met — she’s connecting with a man for the
first time. a man who’s loving and gentle. but bailey’s not sure she’s ready to be
found: by him or the parents she once lost. ...more
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YESTERDAY'S KISS
is she really encountering her one true love from the past? when maggie ramos
signs her divorce papers, she’s determined to start a new life free from her exhusband’s verbal abuse and unfaithful behavior. as a new start and celebration,
maggie decides to take a trip to bisbee and tombstone, arizona. because of her
fascination with history, the two places have always captiva is she really
encountering her one true love from the past? when maggie ramos signs her
divorce papers, she’s determined to start a new life free from her ex-husband’s
verbal abuse and unfaithful behavior. as a new start and celebration, maggie
Readable/Downloadable
decides to take a trip to bisbee and tombstone, arizona. because of her fascination
with history, the two places have always captivated her with their rich pasts.
during a tour of the copper queen mine in bisbee, maggie’s encounter with a
miner named joseph leaves her questioning her sanity. claiming that he is her dead
husband from the past, he is determined to prove to her that their love was real. he
takes her on a journey vacillating between the present and the early 1900s, leaving
maggie to wonder if her psyche is shattering, or if she is really encountering her
one true love from the past. does true love transcend death? ...more

YESTERDAY'S CHILDREN
this is the story of jenny cockell, a woman from northamptonshire who believed
that she had lived before - as an irishwoman named mary who died 21 years
before jenny was born, leaving several very young children without a mother or a
stable, happy home. the book describes the trauma and worry of a past-life
memory, and jenny's decision to search for "her" lost children. it this is the story
of jenny cockell, a woman from northamptonshire who believed that she had lived
before - as an irishwoman named mary who died 21 years before jenny was born, Readable/Downloadable
leaving several very young children without a mother or a stable, happy home. the
book describes the trauma and worry of a past-life memory, and jenny's decision
to search for "her" lost children. it follows her progress through her dreams and
memories, the revelations of hypnotism, her searches through maps, through local
groups in ireland, and her trip to the village where mary had lived. finally, it
details her painstaking search for the children and the extraordinary "reunions"
that took place. ...more

YESTERDAY'S NEWS
”it wasn’t the first time someone had grabbed her breast. nor was it the first time a man had panted in her ear and
pressed his hard crotch against her. but it was the first time someone was doing it against her will.” the woman in
trouble is agnes. in yesterday’s news she will rebound from personal tragedy and find courage in the face of the
unknown. in the end she stands ”it wasn’t the first time someone had grabbed her breast. nor was it the first time a man
had panted in her ear and pressed his hard crotch against her. but it was the first time someone was doing it against her
will.” the woman in trouble is agnes. in yesterday’s news she will rebound from personal tragedy and find courage in
the face of the unknown. in the end she stands there as the hero of her own life. yesterday’s news is one of the greatest
bestsellers of all time in sweden with more than 800,000 copies sold – 1 in every 4 swedish woman has already read it! Readable/Downloadable
the main character agnes has most things in life: a family who is always there for her, a good job at a fancy restaurant,
a boyfriend who loves her, and a best friend whom she knows inside out. or does she? all of a sudden things begin to
crumble, one by one, and soon nothing is as it was. her boyfriend tobias leaves her for a big busted singer, and she is
fired by gerard, the sexist and abusive owner of the restaurant where she works. she gambles everything she has on the
success of the newly opened restaurant, but the road to the glowing review which will open the door to fame and
fortune has, to say the least, unexpected twists and turns. in yesterday’s news kajsa ingemarsson’s comic talent comes
into its own. juicy and satisfying, yesterday’s news is a story about daring and winning and about faith in yourself, a
feelgood novel sure to please any romance lover looking for the perfect summer read. ...more
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THE MODERN GODDESS' GUIDE TO LIFE: HOW TO BE
ABSOLUTELY DIVINE ON A DAILY BASIS
exhorting readers to embrace the fun and vitality of their goddess personas, this
book includes quizzes, games and profiles 13 modern goddesses, including the
mother goddess, goddess of love and bad girl goddess.
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ANCIENT MIRRORS OF WOMANHOOD: A TREASURY OF GODDESS
AND HEROINE LORE FROM AROUND THE WORLD
discusses the goddesses and heroines from the ancient folklore and religious
traditions of china, india, greece, england, and other countries.
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